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Abstract: In order to use the electrical resistance method to accurately and timely detect and evaluate
the internal decay defects of living trees, the effects of the seasonal temperature and moisture content
on the electrical resistance of standing trees were investigated. At the Northeast Forestry University
Experimental Forest Farm, Harbin, Heilongjiang Province of China, Populus simonii Populus simonii
Carr. and Larix gmelinii (Rupr.) Rupr. were selected as the objects and the electrical resistance
of standing trees was tested through different seasons from December 2016 to December 2017.
Meanwhile, the effects of changes in the seasonal temperatures (−20 to −10 ◦C, −10 to −5 ◦C,
−5 to 0 ◦C, 0 to 5 ◦C, 5 to 10 ◦C, 10 to 15 ◦C, 15 to 25 ◦C) as well as changes in the moisture content
(MC) (Populus simonii, MC ≥ 103%; Larix gmelinii, MC ≥ 77.5%) on the electrical resistance in the
cross-sections of living trees were studied. The influence of temperature at different moisture contents,
the moisture content at different temperatures, and their combined effects on electrical resistance were
analyzed, following which a regression model was also established. The obtained results indicated
that ambient temperature had a significant effect on the average value of electrical resistance in
the cross-section of living trees when temperatures were below the freezing point. There was a
sudden discontinuity near the freezing point, and logR (logarithm value of electrical resistance) in
the cross-sections of sound trees and decayed trees changed in a similar trend with variations in
the temperature. While the effect of moisture content on logR in the cross-sections of threes was
insignificant at different temperatures because of the moisture content above FSP (fiber saturation
point). It indicated that the temperature and moisture content had interactive effects on logR in the
cross-sections. The binary linear regression model between moisture content, temperature, and logR
was highly fitted with a correlation coefficient (R2) higher than 0.8. The outcome of this investigation
indicates that when non-destructive testing is performed on living trees using electrical resistance
at different seasonal temperatures, the measured results need to consider both the temperature
and moisture content. For practical work, it is not recommended to consider testing living trees
near the freezing point temperature using the electrical resistive tomography. Below the freezing
point, the electrical resistance changes with temperature greatly relative to the normal temperature.
Therefore, when performing the detection of electrical resistance, it is necessary to calibrate the effects
of temperature
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1. Introduction

An effective use of existing timber resources and improving the quality of wood products are
considered to be the important issues faced by the forestry management and timber industries. Wood
nondestructive testing technology is an important route to increase its utilization rate. In recent years,
a variety of non-destructive evaluation techniques have been used to investigate and detect the internal
decay of standing trees, such as ultrasonic, resistograph, X-rays, microwave, and so on [1–3]. Based
on the nondestructive testing techniques, many researchers examine the physical and mechanical
properties of woods to detect the defects or decay. Electrical resistance is one of the physical properties
of wood, and researchers have started to consider detection based on the electrical resistance of
wood owing to the advantages offered by this resistivity method in detecting the decay of wood [4,5].
Many different measurement methods have been developed to detect the electrical resistance of wood,
for example, the Shigometer pin type wood electrical resistance tester [6,7], four-point test method [8,9],
and Electrical Resistant Tomography [10,11]. With the development of finite element technology, it is
combined with resistance imaging to study the electrical resistance of standing trees [12]. With the
continuous development of ERT (Electrical Resistance Tomography) and computer technology, German
researchers have developed a tree-resistance tomography imager called Picus Tree-Tronic, a widely
used detection instrument specifically for the evaluation of internal decay [13] or detecting heartwood
and sapwood of trees [14,15]. Following this, many researchers have conducted studies based on
non-destructive testing to examine the effects of species, density, decay, and electrolyte content in the
accurate determination of electrical resistance non-destructive testing technique [13,16]. Some of these
studies [17,18] also conducted a comparative analysis of the electrical resistance method with other
commonly used non-destructive testing techniques for wood, such as ultrasonic and resistograph,
and found that electrical resistance method has its own advantages in terms of sensitivity and image
accuracy. Meanwhile, this method of detection using electrical resistance is a convenient tool as it is
easy to carry out and is useful for field work.

However, as the forest resources are distributed in different regions, there are changes in the
climate as well as environment during four different seasons. A wood is an extremely complex natural
organic polymer material with the characteristics of porosity, hygroscopicity, and anisotropy. Therefore,
the electrical resistance of wood is affected by many factors, in which temperature and moisture
content are considered to be very important [19]. Under an electrical field, ionization occurs in the
interior of wood, where it works together with the ions that constitute the wood polymer or the ions
generated from the impurities in the inorganic components of wood, which make the wood have
a weak conductivity. When the moisture content is below the FSP (fiber saturation point), the free
ion concentration in the wood is the main factor affecting the conductivity of the wood; when the
moisture content is above the FSP, the ion mobility is the main factor affecting conductivity. At a
certain temperature, the number and mobility of free ions in the wood is in a relatively balanced
state. When the temperature rises, if the moisture content is below the FSP, the probability of bound
ions in the dissociated state will increase, which leads to an in the number of free ions and hence the
electrical conductivity of wood increases or results in a decrease in the electrical resistance. When
the temperature changes, if the moisture content is above FSP, the ion mobility and distribution will
change, which also results in a variation in the electrical resistance [20]. Although it is known that
temperature has important effect on electrical resistance of wood, little is known about the effect of
seasonal temperature changes on electrical resistance of standing trees. This information is important
to field operations when electrical resistance technique is used to assess the quality and value of trees
and stands.

Therefore, it is necessary to study the effects of changes in the seasonal temperature on the
electrical resistance of wood, and to improve the accuracy of detection using electrical resistance
for non-destructive testing in different climatic conditions, which will lay a scientific foundation for
non-destructive testing of decayed trees. Considering that changes in the moisture content have a great
influence on the electrical resistance, in this study, in addition to examining the influence of changes in
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the temperature on the electrical resistance of different seasons, the impact of moisture content on the
electrical resistance was also analyzed.

Some of the earlier reports indicated the relationship between temperature and moisture content
and electrical conductivity of wood, but most of them focused on the effect of moisture content on the
electrical resistance of wood. It was first indicated that the electrical resistance of wood was greatly
affected by the moisture content and was decreased with an increase in the moisture content [21].
Based on this, it was found that when the moisture content was below the fiber saturation point
(FSP), there was a certain linear relationship between the electrical resistance of wood and moisture
content, while the relationship was not obvious when the moisture content was above FSP [22]. Soon
afterwards, the electrical conductivity method for determining the moisture content of wood was
introduced [23]. Since then, a variety of moisture detectors for timber based on the electrical resistance
theory have also been developed. These detectors were applied to the production, processing, and trade
of timber [24,25]. To improve the accuracy of moisture meters for timber, a lot of research has been
done and good results were achieved [26–28]. For the standing trees, the electrical resistance technique
has shown the possibility to monitor the sap flow of trees and to evaluate the water potential of tree
stem [12]. Few researchers have used the electrical technique to study the distribution and movement
of water in the trunk of standing trees [29]. Studies have also reported on the relationship between
electrical resistance and moisture content of wood under decay [30].

However, for the influence of temperature on the electrical resistance of wood or trees, there
are few studies. Brischke [31] describe a method based on internal conductive glue electrodes for
field studies as well as for in situ measurements to monitor objects in service on long-term moisture
monitoring, unfortunately, the temperature range in the study was just between 4 and 36 ◦C. To evaluate
the accuracy of wood resistance sensors for measurement of relative humidity (RH) and to identify
sources of error, RH was expressed as a function of the logarithm of the sensor’s electrical resistance
and of its temperature, but the corresponding RH was 55% to 90%, and the temperature was only at
300 and 272 K [32]. Other studies have been reported from Du et al. [33] and Wang et al. have been
reported [34]. Unfortunately, the former analyzed the impact of temperature and moisture content
on the wood resistance in the wood drying process carried out in the laboratory with the range of
temperature is only above 0 ◦C. Whereas the latter involved only a small range of ambient temperature.

While there have been studies on the effects of temperature and moisture content on the electrical
resistance of wood, still a complete understanding is a lacking due to the following reasons: (1) Most
of the research activities were carried out in the laboratory, and only a little research involved field
experiments; (2) There are few studies on the effect of temperature on the electrical resistance of wood,
but the range of temperatures was very limited, especially in low temperature conditions.

Thus, in this study, living trees of Populus simonii and Larix gmelinii were selected as the objects,
and the electrical resistance in the cross-section of these trees was tested in different seasons of spring,
summer, autumn, and winter in the field areas. The effects of changes in the seasonal temperatures
on the electrical resistance were systematically studied, and then the regularity of the changes on
the electrical resistance of solid and decaying trees was analyzed. Thereby, the accuracy of the
electrical resistance method in detecting the decay of standing trees could be improved. This study
provides the theoretical and scientific basis for the non-destructive testing method based on electrical
resistance technology.

2. Materials and Methods

The study was conducted at the Northeast Forestry University Experimental Forest Farm, Harbin,
Heilongjiang Province, China. The area is located at a longitude 126◦37′ E; latitude 45◦43′ N; 140 m
above the sea level, with a slope of 5◦. The study area comprised of 43.95 hectares, located in the warm
temperate zone semi-humid monsoon climate zone; and the annual average temperature was 3.6 ◦C.
The average highest temperature in July was 36.4 ◦C and the average lowest temperature in January
was −38.1 ◦C. In the frost-free period, the average rainfall in the area is 600 mm/year. By reforestation
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between the early 1950s and the end of 1960s, trees mixed species have been divided into 46 sample
plots, each with different types of trees.

2.1. Selection of Sample Wood

Populus simonii Carr. and Larix gmelinii (Rupr.) Rupr. were selected as the test objects. In the
experimental forest, an experienced forester visually identified 10 Populu simonii and 10 Larix gmelinii
standing trees that with potential internal decay. Then, 10 sound Populu simonii and 10 sound Larix
gmelinii were also selected and were marked in order (Number 1 to 10 were sound, and Number 11
to 20 were decayed). All the selected trees were in between the ages of 50~60 years old. The DBH
(diameter at breast height) of Populus simonii trees was 30–50 cm, and the DBH of Larix gmelinii was
25–35 cm.

2.2. Test Equipment

The PICUS Tree Tronic (Argus, Berlin, Germany) Tree Electrical Resistance Tomography was used
to test the electrical resistance in the cross-section of standing trees. ST-85 digital wood moisture meter
(Shanghai Timber Industry Research Institute) was used to check the moisture content. The Infrared
Thermometer (Tektronix Tm750, Shanghai, China) and the thermometer (Telford TH108, Beijing, China)
were used to measure the temperature of trunk’s surface and the ambient temperature of the standing
timber sample, respectively.

2.3. Test Methods

The field experiments for measuring the resistance of living trees were selected in different
seasons from December 2016 to December 2017. The specific dates were determined depending on the
temperature and weather conditions with multiple measurements. The parameters measured included
ambient temperature, moisture content, and electrical resistance using tomography.

The temperature data was collected by Infrared Thermometer (Tektronix Tm750) and thermometer
(Telford TH108), and an average temperature represents the ambient temperature. In addition,
the temperature was tested both before and after electrical resistance testing. An average temperature
was then used to represent the temperature condition of the ERT testing.

To monitor moisture content change during the 1-year testing cycle, each time before ERT
measurements, we inserted the pin of the moisture content tester into the stem at three points around
the section, and then an average MC (moisture content) was used to represent the moisture condition.

One section for every tree was tested and the test location was 100 cm above the ground. The Picus
ERT measurement system was comprised of 12 electrodes which were evenly placed around the trunk
in a horizontal plane during testing [35]. For ease of analysis, the first electrode was arranged in a
south orientation and the other electrodes were arranged equidistantly in a clockwise manner. Each
electrode was clipped and attached to a nail (2 mm in diameter) which was tightly inserted into the
bark and sapwood. After connecting the electrodes, the electrical resistance tests were conducted.
To reduce the error, the testing was carried out twice and the displayed histogram was noted. If there
was a difference between the two tests, a third test was then performed, and the output file name
was recorded for subsequent analysis. Upon completion of ERT measurements, 2D tomograms were
obtained and combined with Picus Q72 (2013, Argus, Berlin, Germany) software program the measure
of electrical resistance tomography was as shown in Figure 1
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Figure 1. The field test of electric resistance tomography. (a) Arranging the electrode; (b) Current
histogram displayed on the instruments.

3. Data Processing Methods

3.1. Calculation of Resistance Values

The outcome of electrical resistance tomography is a two-dimensional image of the distribution
of resistance values. This image presents the changes in the electrical resistivity of the tree section.
The red and blue parts indicate the high and low resistivity areas, respectively. In order to accurately
calculate the resistance values from the image of resistance tomography, the color image was first
grayed (grayscale, 0–255), and then the pixel values in the graph were converted into resistance values
by Matlab software, so that the resistance value could be displayed on the image and then the average
value of the resistance in the cross-section was calculated. In this experiment, the main purpose of
using the electrical resistance tomography to detect the electrical resistance of a standing tree was to
determine the effect of changes in the seasonal temperature on the electrical resistance of the standing
tree. Therefore, the subsequent analysis and discussion of the results were based on the average values
of the obtained electrical resistance in the cross-section of the standing trees.

3.2. Correction of the Moisture Content

The moisture content of the living trees was measured using a ST-85 digital wood moisture meter,
which measures the moisture content of sapwood. The moisture content of Populus simonii heartwood
and sapwood is not much different, so we used the moisture of sapwood as the moisture content
of the whole stem. The moisture content of Larix gmelinii heartwood and sapwood is usually much
different, so one should not use it as the moisture content of the whole stem. However, according to
the relationship between DBH and sapwood area [36,37], we could estimate the area of the sapwood,
therefore, the moisture content of sapwood was used for analysis, and correspondingly, the resistance
of the sapwood area was also used of Larix gmelinii trees. The entire test process took a long time,
especially in the cold winter months, during which the water flow in the trees freezes and thus the
moisture content measured by this instrument was subjected to error. In the tests, in order to ensure
the accuracy of the measured moisture content, the data of moisture content measured by the digital
tester (ST-85) needed corrections. The most accurate method for measuring the moisture content of
wood is by oven drying, which is not suitable for field operations. Thus, each time after field tests,
the two species of trees to be measured were sampled according to the GB/T 1927–2009 Method
of sample tree collection for physical and mechanical tests of wood [38]. Samples were carried to
the laboratory to determine the moisture content using the oven-dry method according to the GB/T
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1931–2009 Method [39]. Although the moisture content measured by the instrument was different from
that measured by the drying method, analysis of their relationship showed that there was a significant
correlation as shown in Figure 2 and Table 1.Forests 2018, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  6 of 15 
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Figure 2. The relationship between the MC of the living trees as measured by ST-85 and by the oven
drying method.

Table 1. Relevant relationship between MC of standing trees as measured by ST-85 and by the method
of oven drying.

Species Regression Model R2 R

Populus simonii Carr. y = 0.9836x + 83.737 0.782 0.884
Larix gmelinii (Rupr.) Rupr. y = 1.5004x + 50.162 0.743 0.862

4. Results

4.1. The Variation of Electrical Resistance in the Cross-Section of Living Trees with Seasonal Temperature under
Different Moisture Contents

According to the measured electrical resistance in the cross-sections at different times of the year,
the temperatures were classified as: −20 ~−10 ◦C, −10 ~−5 ◦C, −5 ~0 ◦C, 0 ~5 ◦C, 5 ~10 ◦C, 10 ~15 ◦C,
and 15 ~25 ◦C. The moisture content as measured by the field instrument was corrected by the oven
drying method to obtain the average value of the electrical resistance in the cross-sections at different
temperatures. From these data, it could be found that these two tree species measured in different
seasons, no matter whether they were solid or decayed, had different mean electrical resistance in
their cross-sections at different temperatures. Especially, the electrical resistance significantly increased
when the winter temperature was below zero. The mean values of the electrical resistance in the
cross-sections of the healthy Populus simonii tree was 209 Ω when the temperature was above 0 ◦C
(0 ~5 ◦C, 5 ~10 ◦C, 10 ~15 ◦C, and 15 ~25 ◦C were above zero), while the average was 5340 Ω when the
temperature was below 0 ◦C (−20 ~−10 ◦C, −10 ~−5 ◦C, and −5 ~0 ◦C were below zero), which was
25 times the value obtained above 0 ◦C. The mean value of the resistance in the cross-sections of the
decayed Populus simonii tress was 48 Ω when the temperature was above 0 ◦C, and the average value
was 4062 Ω when the temperature was below 0 ◦C, which was more than 90 times the value above
0 ◦C. The average value of the electrical resistance in the cross-sections of the healthy Larix gmelinii
tree below 0 ◦C was 15 times higher compared to that obtained above 0 ◦C, and the average value of
the electrical resistance in the cross-sections of the decayed Larix gmelinii tree below 0 ◦C was nearly
16 times higher compared to that obtained above 0 ◦C.
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Since the value of electrical resistance varied greatly at different temperatures and to better
analyze the effect of changes in the seasonal temperatures, the logarithm of electrical resistance was
calculated in log (R in Ω) and then normalized. LogR–temperature diagram (logR–T) was plotted
and then the effect of different temperatures on logR was analyzed as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
It could be noted that the logarithmic mean value of the electrical resistance in the cross-sections of the
two tree species as a whole first decreased and then remained stable with increasing temperatures,
and logR showed the same trend between different moisture contents. An abrupt discontinuity was
noted near 0 ◦C, which indicated that different ranges of ambient temperature had different effects
on the average values of the electrical resistance in the cross-sections of living trees. Based on this
phenomenon, the relationship of logR–T was divided into three temperatures: below the freezing
point, the logR decreased with increasing temperature; near the freezing point, the logR changed
rapidly with increasing temperature; above the freezing point, the logR changed slowly with increasing
temperature, and the higher the temperature, the more its stability.
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In terms of sound and decaying trees, the logR of the cross-section had the same trend with the
changes in the temperature. At the same temperature, the logR in the cross-sections of the sound
trees of the same tree species was slightly higher compared to decaying trees. Figure 5 showed the
line graphs of the average logR values in the cross-sections of solid and decayed trees at different
temperatures. Although there was not too much difference that was seen between the logR of sound
and decay in Figure 5, it could be seen that the logR of sound trees were slightly larger than that of the
decayed ones. However, in this study, we focused on the effect of changes in the temperature on the
electrical resistance; we used the average value of the electrical resistance obtained in the cross-section,
which was likely resulted the difference not to be very large. In addition, we used ‘log R’ instead of ‘R’
in the Figure, which was another factor causing the difference to not be very obvious between sound
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and decaying trees. Even so, a more comprehensive investigation should be conducted in future study
to make the result more scientific.
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(b) Larix gmelinii.

The above experimental results demonstrated that they are in good agreement with the results of
previous studies. James (1963) [25] used the wood moisture content meter and found that the electrical
resistivity decreased with increasing temperature at a certain moisture content. Lin (1965) [40] studied
the influencing factors of wood conductivity and found that the temperature had a greater effect on
the conductivity of wood, where an increase in the temperature resulted in decreased resistivity, which
again was dependent on the changes in the moisture content of wood.

Under the influence of temperature, the electrical resistance in the cross-section of the standing
trees changed. This could be due to the fact that the temperature decreased, the activation of ions in
the wood was suppressed and hence the activation energy in the wood decreased, and also the free
ion content decreased which resulted in a decrease in the internal conductivity of the wood. There
were also other possible reasons, such as shrinkage due to drying at low-temperature (the binding
water moved from the inner wall of cell wall to the inner surface of cell cavity due to vapor pressure
gradient). At the same time, changes in the electrical resistance may also be related to the moisture
content and the presence of water in the wood. When the temperature dropped below the freezing
point, the free water present in the cavity of the wood formed ice. It is to be noted that the electrical
resistivity of solid ice is much greater than the resistivity of water. Therefore, when the temperature
dropped from above zero to below zero, it led to an increase in the amount of ice crystals, and the logR
in the logR–T curve changed significantly at around zero degrees. In this field experiment, the moisture
content of trees was higher than the fiber saturation point, and in the interior, there was free water.
Therefore, logR had a mutation near the freezing point. A sudden change in the logR occurred in a
temperature range near the freezing point, and this indicated that the free water in the cell was not
rapidly frozen into ice, and different moisture content of the wood caused the formation of ice and its
percentage in the interior of the wood different when the temperature dropped, so that logR varied
within a range around the freezing point.

4.2. The Variation of Electrical Resistance in the Cross-Section of Living Trees with Moisture Content under
Different Seasonal Temperatures

To analyze the effect of moisture content on the electrical resistance in the cross-section of living
trees, the relationship between the logarithm of the mean electrical resistance (logR)–moisture content
(logR–MC) in the cross-section of solid and decay trees of Populus simonii and Larix gmelinii was
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determined, as shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. It can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 that the
moisture contents of living trees of the two species were relatively high, and, notably, they were above
the fiber saturation point (FSP). The influence on logR with moisture content was not obvious, but the
trends were relatively flat. The FSP is one of the important demarcation points for the change in the
physical properties of wood. When the moisture content of wood is below the FSP, moisture exists
in the cell wall, and the nature of wood is greatly affected by the moisture. Whereas, above the FSP,
the bound water in the cell wall of the wood is saturated, and the moisture in the wood is freely
existing in the cell cavity. At this time, the physical properties of wood are gradually reduced by the
influence of moisture. In this study, the moisture content of living trees was above the FSP, and thus
the electrical resistance changed more slowly with the changes in the moisture content.
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4.3. The Combined Effects of Seasonal Temperature and Moisture Content on the Electrical Resistance in the
Cross-Section of Living Trees

The combined effects of seasonal temperature and moisture content on the electrical resistance
in the cross-sections of two tree species were analyzed to find out their relationship more specifically.
The statistical analysis software SPSS (Statistical Product and Service Solutions) was used to analyze the
correlation between temperature, moisture content, and logR in the cross-sections. Using multivariate
statistical regression analysis, a regression model was established between them (Tables 2 and 3).
The four regression equations for the healthy and decayed samples of two species were obtained,
where the confidence level of F test was 0.01, and the determination coefficient (R2) was up to 0.8, which
indicated that the model had a good degree of fitting. The correlation between logR and temperature
as well as moisture content was analyzed. The observed results showed that the temperature and logR
of the cross-sections of the healthy and decayed trees were significantly correlated at the level of 0.05,
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and the moisture content and logR were also correlated significantly at the level of 0.05. Therefore,
the logR corresponding to different temperatures and moisture contents of healthy and decaying wood
of Populus simonii and Larix gmelinii can be estimated by this regression model.

Table 2. Regression models of logR to temperature and moisture content in the sound samples.

Species Regression Model y = ax1 + bx2 + c

y x1 x2 c b a R2 F sig

Populus simonii logR T MC 6.34 −0.02 −0.50 0.89 315.9 0
Larix gmelinii logR T MC 6.87 −0.02 −0.52 0.86 198.83 0

Note: logR is the logarithm of electrical resistance in the cross-section of trees, T is the ambient temperature, and MC
is the moisture content.

Table 3. Regression model of logR to temperature and moisture content in the decayed samples.

Species Regression Model y = ax1 + bx2 + c

y x1 x2 c b a R2 F sig

Populus simonii logR T MC 5.93 −0.01 −0.44 0.88 246.61 0
Larix gmelinii logR T MC 5.46 −0.01 −0.36 0.88 234.53 0

Note: logR is the logarithm of electrical resistance in the cross-section of trees, T is the ambient temperature, and MC
is the moisture content.

The results showed that the electrical resistance in the cross-sections of tress was significantly
affected by the temperature and moisture content, and it was of great significance to the accuracy of
electrical resistance of wild living trees. Based on the results of this study, when the electrical resistance
tomography technique was applied to the non-destructive testing of living trees to evaluate the quality
of wood at different temperatures, the measured results required one to consider the temperature
and moisture content. Above the freezing point, the electrical resistance does not change significantly
with respect to ambient temperature. Near the freezing point, the relative electrical resistance varies
with temperature and it becomes difficult to assess. Therefore, it is not recommended to consider
testing living trees near the freezing point temperature using the electrical resistive tomography. Below
the freezing point, the electrical resistance changes with temperature greatly relative to the normal
temperature. Therefore, when performing the detection of electrical resistance, it is necessary to
calibrate the effects of temperature. The results of this study provide a theoretical reference for the
detection of living trees in the field using electrical resistance tomography.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the effects of seasonal temperature changes on electrical resistance in the
cross-section of Populus simonii and Larix gmelinii living trees for 12 consecutive months. The results of
this field investigation are summarized as follows:

(1) No matter whether it was solid or decayed, ambient temperature had a significant effect on
electrical resistance in the cross-section of living trees when the temperature was below the
freezing point of water. The electrical resistance in the cross-sections of measured in winter
was more than 15 times higher than when it was obtained above 0 ◦C. The increase of electrical
resistance measured in winter was attributed to the phase change of free water in wood cells and
the increased number of ice crystals in the wood.

(2) When the temperature was below the freezing point, logR decreased with increasing temperature.
Near the freezing point, logR changed rapidly with increasing temperature. Above the freezing
point, logR changed slowly with the variations in the temperature and then became stable.
At different temperatures, logR in the cross-sections of two trees species changed slowly with
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a change in the moisture content (moisture content was above the fiber saturation point). This
value tended to be smooth with a further change in the moisture content.

(3) The changes in the trends of logR in the cross-sections of solid and decayed trees were similar
with the changes in temperature. At the same temperature, logR in the cross-sections of sound
trees of the same tree species was slightly higher compared to the decayed ones. Although not
too much difference between the sound and decayed trees was seen in this study, it is possible
to detect decay in tree stems with the technique applied, confirming the results of previous
studies. In this study, we used the average value of the electrical resistance obtained in the
cross-section of the standing trees, which was likely the reason why the difference between sound
and decayed trees was not obvious. However, to improve confidence in the application of ERT
to trees, a more detailed investigation that separates sound and decayed sections of each tree
should be performed in further studies.

(4) Seasonal changes in the temperature and moisture content had interactive effects on logR, and the
established linear regression model between the moisture content, temperature, and logR both had
a high degree of fitting and a good determination coefficient with R2 above 0.8. For practical work,
it is important to estimate the effect of changing moisture content or temperature, and predictions
could be made using the linear regression model.
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